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Key Events to Watch

Equities: Markets are in their fourth consecutive red day as investor focus
remains on record daily new cases across Europe and what is beginning to look
like a third wave for the United States. Traders may also be squaring off risk
ahead of the November 3rd Presidential Election. VIX at $29.30 on Thursday.
Currencies: The Dollar has lost ground so far this week as worries over the
timeline of a potential US stimulus package continue in the minds of traders.
Election uncertainty still prevails as it remains unclear as to when we will have a
clear and definitive result after the Nov 3rd voting day. Sterling saw significant
strength on Wednesday, boosted by some positive EU-UK trade talk news.
Safe-havens: Gold continues its broadly sideways trade, we expect the metal to
remain relatively quiet until after the election. Yields in the US continued their
grind higher yesterday, the 10yr now trading above a yield of 0.80%.  
Looking Ahead: Later today we will see earnings results from Coca-Cola, AT&T,
and Intel Corp from the US. In terms of economic data, we get the weekly US
unemployment claims data after lunch, with important monthly PMIs from key
European nations tomorrow morning, followed by the UK and the US
throughout the day.

Negotiators from both sides will resume talks in London later today
after agreeing to plan an intensified schedule of negotiations over the
coming weeks, in a last gasp effort to secure a trade deal between the
two. These new talks will take place daily, including weekends, with
the first phase planned to take place this afternoon.
Yesterday we saw commentary from EU Chief Negotiator Michel
Barnier help push the Pound higher against other major currency's
when he said that "an agreement is within reach" as long as both
sides are willing and ready to work constructively and compromise on
some of the outstanding issues.
GBP/USD -0.40% to 1.3090 this morning, EUR/GBP +0.25% to 0.9040,
FTSE -0.35% to 5755, EuroStoxx50 -0.60% to 3160.

Brexit Update

IAG

Unilever

Aer Lingus and British Airways owner International Consolidated
Airlines Group (IAG) has released some disappointing results from
last quarter this morning along with news that it now plans to cut
further its flight schedule for the rest of 2020. The group reported a
€1.3b loss over the three month period, missing analysts' already
grim forecasts for a €920m Q3 loss. For comparison, IAG made profits
of €1.4b during the same quarter last year. Total revenue also saw
considerable declines in Q3, dropping 83% from last year to just
€1.2b, while passenger traffic was 88% lower and its seat load factor
fell to 48.9%.
The group has cut capacity after these latest set of results, stating
that they will fly no more than 30% of the capacity they flew just a
year ago, which is lower than their previous guidance for Q4.
Full quarterly results are due to be released next Friday October 30th.
The shares, which are over a percent lower in London on Thursday,
have lost over 76% of their value since January and put in their lowest
price in 8 years last month.

British-Dutch multinational consumer goods company Unilever has
issued quarterly results this morning, coming in at a broad beat of
expectations for the group. Turnover came in 4.4% ahead of market
expectations at €12.9b, mostly driven by volume (3.9% higher) rather
than higher pricing (up 0.5%). Unilever announced its quarterly
dividend as expected, bringing its annual dividend broadly in line with
expectations for a €1.64 per share payout, equating to a dividend
yield of a robust 3.19%.
The shares are currently trading at a P/E of 22.8 times, marginally
ahead of the industry average but at a slight discount to some of its
smaller European peers. The shares are at the lower end of their 9-
month trading channel and after further clarity from this morning's
results, and with their well diversified product base, we would view
this as an opportunity to buy with a fair value for the stock roughly
10% higher than today's price of €51.60.


